“The Key to Personal Success is Understanding People . . . and this is your
chance to learn the secret of exactly how to do that!”
April 25, 2019
7:45AM – 12:30PM
The Best Western Gateway Grand
4200 NW 97th Blvd
Gainesville, FL 32606
$89 PER PERSON
Table of 8 tickets for $600
Hot Breakfast starts at 7:45AM
Class begins at 8:30AM

CLASS DESCRIPTION:
Dr. Robert A. Rohm presents the four patterns of Human Behavior.
When we learn to identify specific Personality types, we can
discover people’s motivational drives and how to interact more
effectively. You will never see other people the same way again! Dr.
Rohm has a knack for taking complicated issues and breaking them
down into understandable concepts that will change your life for
the better…forever!

“You can be empowered by one of the clearest communicators I have ever heard.
Dr. Robert Rohm’s insight can change your life. I believe his insight is the key
to happy, healthy relationships as well as success in the financial world. We
apply this system in my own company and have profited immensely from it.
Robert Rohm will help you to understand your people as never before!”
Zig Ziglar, President, Zig Ziglar Corporation
BIOGRAPHY:
Dr. Robert A. Rohm is a world-class communicator and keynote speaker who entertains and enlightens
audiences with his keen insight into relationships and personal development. For over 40 years, Dr. Rohm
has affected people’s lives through speaking, teaching and inspiring individuals across the United States,
Canada, Australia, Europe and Asia to develop better relationships in their professional, family and personal
lives. Dr. Rohm earned his Ph.D. at the University of North Texas in Higher Education Administration and
Counseling. Dr. Rohm is a sought-after speaker who empowers people to improve their relationships and
teams. He has spoken for numerous schools, churches, businesses and international companies. He is known
as “the most invited back speaker” because people enjoy his talks so much! His powerful presentations
continuously evolve to offer greater insights into enduring principles for understanding self and others.

FOR MORE INFO:
(352)505.3321
Dr.Rohm@thebestrestoration.com
www.TheBestRestoration.com/rohm
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/dr-robert-a-rohm-personality-insights-tickets-58373097506

SPONSORED BY:

All proceeds will go to support

